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Abstract

In this paper, we show that significant im-
provements in the accuracy of well-known
transition-based parsers can be obtained, with-
out sacrificing efficiency, by enriching the
parsers with simple transitions that act on
buffer nodes.

First, we show how adding a specific tran-
sition to create either a left or right arc of
length one between the first two buffer nodes
produces improvements in the accuracy of
Nivre’s arc-eager projective parser on a num-
ber of datasets from the CoNLL-X shared
task. Then, we show that accuracy can also be
improved by adding transitions involving the
topmost stack node and the second buffer node
(allowing a limited form of non-projectivity).

None of these transitions has a negative im-
pact on the computational complexity of the
algorithm. Although the experiments in this
paper use the arc-eager parser, the approach is
generic enough to be applicable to any stack-
based dependency parser.

1 Introduction

Dependency parsing has become a very active re-
search area in natural language processing in re-
cent years. The dependency representation of syn-
tax simplifies the syntactic parsing task, since no
non-lexical nodes need to be postulated by the
parsers; while being convenient in practice, since
dependency representations directly show the head-
modifier and head-complement relationships which
form the basis of predicate-argument structure. This

has led to the development of various data-driven
dependency parsers, such as those by Yamada and
Matsumoto (2003), Nivre et al. (2004), McDonald
et al. (2005), Martins et al. (2009), Huang and Sagae
(2010) or Tratz and Hovy (2011), which can be
trained directly from annotated data and produce ac-
curate analyses very efficiently.

Most current data-driven dependency parsers can
be classified into two families, commonly called
graph-based and transition-based parsers (Mc-
Donald and Nivre, 2011). Graph-based parsers (Eis-
ner, 1996; McDonald et al., 2005) are based on
global optimization of models that work by scoring
subtrees. On the other hand, transition-based parsers
(Yamada and Matsumoto, 2003; Nivre et al., 2004),
which are the focus of this work, use local training
to make greedy decisions that deterministically se-
lect the next parser state. Among the advantages of
transition-based parsers are the linear time complex-
ity of many of them and the possibility of using rich
feature models (Zhang and Nivre, 2011).

In particular, many transition-based parsers
(Nivre et al., 2004; Attardi, 2006; Sagae and Tsujii,
2008; Nivre, 2009; Huang and Sagae, 2010; Gómez-
Rodrı́guez and Nivre, 2010) are stack-based (Nivre,
2008), meaning that they keep a stack of partially
processed tokens and an input buffer of unread to-
kens. In this paper, we show how the accuracy of
this kind of parsers can be improved, without com-
promising efficiency, by extending their set of avail-
able transitions with buffer transitions. These are
transitions that create a dependency arc involving
some node in the buffer, which would typically be
considered unavailable for linking by these algo-
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rithms. The rationale is that buffer transitions con-
struct some “easy” dependency arcs in advance, be-
fore the involved nodes reach the stack, so that the
classifier’s job when choosing among standard tran-
sitions is simplified.

To test the approach, we use the well-known arc-
eager parser by (Nivre, 2003; Nivre et al., 2004) as
a baseline, showing improvements in accuracy on
most datasets of the CoNLL-X shared task (Buch-
holz and Marsi, 2006). However, the techniques dis-
cussed in this paper are generic and can also be ap-
plied to other stack-based dependency parsers.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 is an introduction to transition-based
parsers and the arc-eager parsing algorithm. Section
3 presents the first novel contribution of this paper,
projective buffer transitions, and discusses their
empirical results on CoNLL-X datasets. Section 4
does the same for a more complex set of transitions,
non-projective buffer transitions. Finally, Section
5 discusses related work and Section 6 sums up the
conclusions and points out avenues for future work.

2 Preliminaries

We now briefly present some basic definitions for
transition-based dependency parsing; a more thor-
ough explanation can be found in (Nivre, 2008).

2.1 Dependency graphs
Let w = w1 . . . wn be an input string. A depen-
dency graph forw is a directed graphG = (Vw, A);
where Vw = {0, 1, . . . , n} is a set of nodes, and
A ⊆ Vw × L × Vw is a set of labelled arcs. Each
node in Vw encodes the position of a token in w,
where 0 is a dummy node used as artificial root. An
arc (i, l, j) will also be called a dependency link la-
belled l from i to j. We say that i is the syntactic
head of j and, conversely, that j is a dependent of
i. The length of the arc (i, l, j) is the value |j − i|.

Most dependency representations of syntax do not
allow arbitrary dependency graphs. Instead, they re-
quire dependency graphs to be forests, i.e., acyclic
graphs where each node has at most one head. In this
paper, we will work with parsers that assume depen-
dency graphs G = (Vw, A) to satisfy the following
properties:

• Single-head: every node has at most one in-

coming arc (if (i, l, j) ∈ A, then for every
k 6= i, (k, l′, j) 6∈ A).

• Acyclicity: there are no directed cycles in G.

• Node 0 is a root, i.e., there are no arcs of the
form (i, l, 0) in A.

A dependency forest with a single root (i.e., where
all the nodes but one have at least one incoming arc)
is called a tree. Every dependency forest can triv-
ially be represented as a tree by adding arcs from
the dummy root node 0 to every other root node.

For reasons of computational efficiency, many de-
pendency parsers are restricted to work with forests
satisfying an additional restriction called projectiv-
ity. A dependency forest is said to be projective
if the set of nodes reachable by traversing zero or
more arcs from any given node k corresponds to a
continuous substring of the input (i.e., is an interval
{x ∈ Vw | i ≤ x ≤ j}). For trees with a dummy
root node at position 0, this is equivalent to not al-
lowing dependency links to cross when drawn above
the nodes (planarity).

2.2 Transition systems
A transition system is a nondeterministic state ma-
chine that maps input strings to dependency graphs.
In this paper, we will focus on stack-based transi-
tion systems. A stack-based transition system is a
quadruple S = (C, T, cs, Ct) where

• C is a set of parser configurations. Each con-
figuration is of the form c = (σ, β,A) where σ
is a list of nodes of Vw called the stack, β is a
list of nodes of Vw called the buffer, and A is a
set of dependency arcs,

• T is a finite set of transitions, each of which is
a partial function t : C → C,

• cs is an initialization function, mapping a sen-
tence w1 . . . wn to an initial configuration
cs = ([0], [1, . . . , n], ∅),

• Ct is the set of terminal configurations Ct =
(σ, [], A) ∈ C.

Transition systems are nondeterministic devices,
since several transitions may be applicable to the
same configuration. To obtain a deterministic parser
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from a transition system, a classifier is trained to
greedily select the best transition at each state. This
training is typically done by using an oracle, which
is a function o : C → T that selects a single transi-
tion at each configuration, given a tree in the training
set. The classifier is then trained to approximate this
oracle when the target tree is unknown.

2.3 The arc-eager parser
Nivre’s arc-eager dependency parser (Nivre, 2003;
Nivre et al., 2004) is one of the most widely known
and used transition-based parsers (see for example
(Zhang and Clark, 2008; Zhang and Nivre, 2011)).
This parser works by reading the input sentence
from left to right and creating dependency links as
soon as possible. This means that links are created in
a strict left-to-right order, and implies that while left-
ward links are built in a bottom-up fashion, a right-
ward link a → b will be created before the node b
has collected its right dependents.

The arc-eager transition system has the following
four transitions (note that, for convenience, we write
a stack with node i on top as σ|i, and a buffer whose
first node is i as i|β):

• SHIFT : (σ, i|β,A)⇒ (σ|i, β, A).

• REDUCE : (σ|i, β, A) ⇒ (σ, β,A). Precondi-
tion: ∃k, l′ | (k, l′, i) ∈ A.

• LEFT-ARCl : (σ|i, j|β,A) ⇒ (σ, j|β,A ∪
{(j, l, i)}). Preconditions: i 6= 0 and 6 ∃k, l′ |
(k, l′, i) ∈ A (single-head)

• RIGHT-ARCl :
(σ|i, j|β,A)⇒ (σ|i|j, β,A ∪ {(i, l, j)}).

The SHIFT transition reads an input word by re-
moving the first node from the buffer and placing it
on top of the stack. The REDUCE transition pops
the stack, and it can only be executed if the topmost
stack node has already been assigned a head. The
LEFT-ARC transition creates an arc from the first
node in the buffer to the node on top of the stack,
and then pops the stack. It can only be executed if
the node on top of the stack does not already have
a head. Finally, the RIGHT-ARC transition creates
an arc from the top of the stack to the first buffer
node, and then removes the latter from the buffer
and moves it to the stack.

The arc-eager parser has linear time complex-
ity. In principle, it is restricted to projective depen-
dency forests, but it can be used in conjunction with
the pseudo-projective transformation (Nivre et al.,
2006) in order to capture a restricted subset of non-
projective forests. Using this setup, it scored as one
of the top two systems in the CoNLL-X shared task.

3 Projective buffer transitions

In this section, we show that the accuracy of stack-
based transition systems can benefit from adding one
of a pair of new transitions, which we call projective
buffer transitions, to their transition sets.

3.1 The transitions

The two projective buffer transitions are defined as
follows:

• LEFT-BUFFER-ARCl :
(σ, i|j|β,A)⇒ (σ, j|β,A ∪ {(j, l, i)}).

• RIGHT-BUFFER-ARCl :
(σ, i|j|β,A)⇒ (σ, i|β,A ∪ {(i, l, j)}).

The LEFT-BUFFER-ARC transition creates a left-
ward dependency link from the second node to
the first node in the buffer, and then removes the
first node from the buffer. Conversely, the RIGHT-
BUFFER-ARC transition creates a rightward depen-
dency link from the first node to the second node
in the buffer, and then removes the second node.
We call these transitions projective buffer transitions
because, since they act on contiguous buffer nodes,
they can only create projective arcs.

Adding one (or both) of these transitions to a
projective or non-projective stack-based transition
system does not affect its correctness, as long as
this starting system cannot generate configurations
(σ, β,A) where a buffer node has a head in A1: it
cannot affect completeness because we are not re-
moving existing transitions, and therefore any de-
pendency graph that the original system could build

1Most stack-based transition systems in the literature disal-
low such configurations. However, in parsers that allow them
(such as those defined by Gómez-Rodrı́guez and Nivre (2010)),
projective buffer transitions can still be added without affecting
correctness if we impose explicit single-head and acyclicity pre-
conditions on them. We have not included these preconditions
by default for simplicity of presentation.
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will still be obtainable by the augmented one; and it
cannot affect soundness (be it for projective depen-
dency forests or for any superset of them) because
the new transitions can only create projective arcs
and cannot violate the single-head or acyclicity con-
straints, given that a buffer node cannot have a head.

The idea behind projective buffer transitions is to
create dependency arcs of length one (i.e., arcs in-
volving contiguous nodes) in advance of the stan-
dard arc-building transitions that need at least one of
the nodes to get to the stack (LEFT-ARC and RIGHT-
ARC in the case of the arc-eager transition system).

Our hypothesis is that, as it is known that
short-distance dependencies are easier to learn for
transition-based parsers than long-distance ones
(McDonald and Nivre, 2007), handling these short
arcs in advance and removing their dependent nodes
will make it easier for the classifier to learn how
to make decisions involving the standard arc tran-
sitions.

Note that the fact that projective buffer transitions
create arcs of length 1 is not explicit in the defini-
tion of the transitions. For instance, if we add the
LEFT-BUFFER-ARCl transition only to the arc-eager
transition system, LEFT-BUFFER-ARCl will only be
able to create arcs of length 1, since it is easy to see
that the first two buffer nodes are contiguous in all
the accessible configurations. However, if we add
RIGHT-BUFFER-ARCl, this transition will have the
potential to create arcs of length greater than 1: for
example, if two consecutive RIGHT-BUFFER-ARCl

transitions are applied starting from a configuration
(σ, i|i + 1|i + 2|β,A), the second application will
create an arc i→ i+ 2 of length 2.

Although we could have added the length-1 re-
striction to the transition definitions, we have cho-
sen the more generic approach of leaving it to the
oracle instead. While the oracle typically used for
the arc-eager system follows the simple principle of
executing transitions that create an arc as soon as
it has the chance to, adding projective buffer transi-
tions opens up new possibilities: we may now have
several ways of creating an arc, and we have to de-
cide in which cases we train the parser to use one of
the buffer transitions and in which cases we prefer
to train it to ignore the buffer transitions and dele-
gate to the standard ones. Following the hypothe-
sis explained above, our policy has been to train the

parser to use buffer transitions whenever possible for
arcs of length one, and to not use them for arcs of
length larger than one. To test this idea, we also
conducted experiments with the alternative policy
“use buffer transitions whenever possible, regardless
of arc length”: as expected, the obtained accuracies
were (slightly) worse.

The chosen oracle policy is generic and can be
plugged into any stack-based parser: for a given
transition, first check whether it is possible to build a
gold-standard arc of length 1 with a projective buffer
transition.2 If so, choose that transition, and if not,
just delegate to the original parser’s oracle.

3.2 Experiments

To empirically evaluate the effect of projective
buffer transitions on parsing accuracy, we have con-
ducted experiments on eight datasets of the CoNLL-
X shared task (Buchholz and Marsi, 2006): Arabic
(Hajič et al., 2004), Chinese (Chen et al., 2003),
Czech (Hajič et al., 2006), Danish (Kromann, 2003),
German (Brants et al., 2002), Portuguese (Afonso et
al., 2002), Swedish (Nilsson et al., 2005) and Turk-
ish (Oflazer et al., 2003; Atalay et al., 2003).

As our baseline parser, we use the arc-eager pro-
jective transition system by Nivre (2003). Table 1
compares the accuracy obtained by this system alone
with that obtained when the LEFT-BUFFER-ARC

and RIGHT-BUFFER-ARC transitions are added to
it as explained in Section 3.1.

Accuracy is reported in terms of labelled (LAS)
and unlabelled (UAS) attachment score. We used
SVM classifiers from the LIBSVM package (Chang
and Lin, 2001) for all languages except for Chinese,
Czech and German. In these, we used the LIB-
LINEAR package (Fan et al., 2008) for classifica-
tion, since it reduces training time in these larger
datasets. Feature models for all parsers were specif-
ically tuned for each language.3

2In this context, “possible” means that we can create the arc
without losing the possibility of creating other gold-standard
arcs. In the case of RIGHT-BUFFER-ARC, this involves check-
ing that the candidate dependent node has no dependents in the
gold-standard tree (if it has any, we cannot remove it from the
stack or it would not be able to collect its dependents, so we do
not use the buffer transition).

3All the experimental settings and feature models used are
included in the supplementary material and also available at
http://www.grupolys.org/˜cgomezr/exp/.
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NE NE+LBA NE+RBA
Language LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS
Arabic 66.43 77.19 67.78 78.26 63.87 74.63
Chinese 86.46 90.18 82.47 86.14 86.62 90.64
Czech 77.24 83.40 78.70 84.24 78.28 83.94
Danish 84.91 89.80 85.21 90.20 82.53 87.35
German 86.18 88.60 84.31 86.50 86.48 88.90
Portug. 86.60 90.20 86.92 90.58 85.55 89.28
Swedish 83.33 88.83 82.81 88.03 81.66 88.03
Turkish 63.77 74.35 57.42 66.24 64.33 74.73

Table 1: Parsing accuracy (LAS and UAS, excluding punctuation) of Nivre’s arc-eager parser without modification
(NE), with the LEFT-BUFFER-ARC transition added (NE+LBA) and with the RIGHT-BUFFER-ARC transition added
(NE+RBA). Best results for each language are shown in boldface.

As can be seen in Table 1, adding a projective
buffer transition improves the performance of the
parser in seven out of the eight tested languages. The
improvements in LAS are statistically significant at
the .01 level4 in the Arabic and Czech treebanks.

Note that the decision of which buffer transition
to add strongly depends on the dataset. In the
majority of the treebanks, we can see that when
the LEFT-BUFFER-ARC transition improves perfor-
mance the RIGHT-BUFFER-ARC transition harms it,
and vice versa. The exceptions are Czech, where
both transitions are beneficial, and Swedish, where
both are harmful. Therefore, when using projective
buffer transitions in practice, the language and anno-
tation scheme should be taken into account (or tests
should be made) to decide which one to use.

Table 2 hints at the reason for this treebank-
sensitiveness. By analyzing the relative frequency
of leftward and rightward dependency links (and,
in particular, of leftward and rightward links of
length 1) in the different treebanks, we see a rea-
sonably clear tendency: the LEFT-BUFFER-ARC

transition works better in treebanks that contain a
large proportion of rightward arcs of length 1, and
the RIGHT-BUFFER-ARC transition works better in
treebanks with a large proportion of leftward arcs of
length 1. Note that, while this might seem coun-
terintuitive at a first glance, it is coherent with the
hypothesis that we formulated in Section 3.1: the

4Statistical significance was assessed using Dan Bikel’s ran-
domized parsing evaluation comparator: http://www.cis.
upenn.edu/˜dbikel/software.html#comparator

Language L% R% L1% R1% Best PBT
Arabic 12.3 87.7 6.5 55.1 LBA
Chinese 58.4 41.6 35.8 15.1 RBA
Czech 41.4 58.6 22.1 24.9 LBA*
Danish 17.1 82.9 10.9 43.0 LBA
German 39.8 60.2 20.3 19.9 RBA
Portug. 32.6 67.4 22.5 26.9 LBA
Swedish 38.2 61.8 24.1 21.8 LBA*
Turkish 77.8 22.2 47.2 10.4 RBA

Table 2: Analysis of the datasets used in the experiments
in terms of: percentage of leftward and rightward links
(L%, R%), percentage of leftward and rightward links
of length 1 (L1%, R1%), and which projective buffer
transition works better for each dataset according to the
results in Table 1 (LBA = LEFT-BUFFER-ARC, RBA
= RIGHT-BUFFER-ARC). Languages where both tran-
sitions are beneficial (Czech) or harmful (Swedish) are
marked with an asterisk.

advantage of projective buffer transitions is not that
they build arcs more accurately than standard arc-
building transitions (in fact the opposite might be
expected, since they work on nodes while they are
still on the buffer and we have less information about
their surrounding nodes in our feature models), but
that they make it easier for the classifier to decide
among standard transitions. The analysis on Table
2 agrees with that explanation: LEFT-BUFFER-ARC

improves performance in treebanks where it is not
used too often but it can filter out leftward arcs of
length 1, making it easier for the parser to be accu-
rate on rightward arcs of length 1; and the converse
happens for RIGHT-BUFFER-ARC.
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NE NE+LBA NE+RBA NE+LBA+RBA
Language LA RA LA* RA LBA LA RA* RBA LA* RA* LBA RBA
Arabic 58.28 67.77 42.61 68.65 77.46 55.88 60.63 79.70 37.40 62.28 66.78 75.94
Chinese 85.69 85.79 80.92 84.19 89.00 85.96 84.77 88.01 81.08 79.46 87.72 86.33
Czech 85.73 76.44 80.79 78.34 91.07 86.25 76.62 82.58 79.49 75.98 90.26 81.97
Danish 89.47 83.92 88.65 84.16 91.72 86.27 78.04 92.30 90.23 77.52 88.79 92.10
German 89.15 87.11 83.75 87.23 94.30 89.55 84.38 95.98 79.26 81.60 91.66 90.73
Portuguese 94.77 84.91 90.83 85.11 97.07 93.84 81.86 92.29 88.72 79.86 96.02 89.26
Swedish 87.75 80.74 84.62 81.30 92.83 87.12 74.77 90.73 78.10 72.50 90.86 89.89
Turkish 59.68 74.21 53.02 74.01 72.78 60.23 69.23 73.91 49.34 48.48 65.57 41.94

Table 3: Labelled precision of the arcs built by each transition of Nivre’s arc-eager parser without modification (NE),
with a projective buffer transition added (NE+LBA, NE+RBA) and with both projective buffer transitions added
(NE+LBA+RBA). We mark a standard LEFT-ARC (LA) or RIGHT-ARC (LA) transition with an asterisk (LA*, RA*)
when it is acting only on a “hard” subset of leftward (rightward) arcs, and thus its precision is not directly comparable
to that of (LA, RA). Best results for each language and transition are shown in boldface.

To further test this idea, we computed the la-
belled precision of each individual transition of the
parsers with and without projective buffer transi-
tions, as shown in Table 3. As we can see, projec-
tive buffer transitions achieve better precision than
standard transitions, but this is not surprising since
they act only on “easy” arcs of length 1. There-
fore, this high precision does not mean that they ac-
tually build arcs more accurately than the standard
transitions, since it is not measured on the same set
of arcs. Similarly, adding a projective buffer tran-
sition decreases the precision of its corresponding
standard transition, but this is because the standard
transition is then dealing only with “harder” arcs of
length greather than 1, not because it is making more
errors. A more interesting insight comes from com-
paring transitions that are acting on the same tar-
get set of arcs: we see that, in the languages where
LEFT-BUFFER-ARC is beneficial, the addition of
this transition always improves the precision of the
standard RIGHT-ARC transition; and the converse
happens with RIGHT-BUFFER-ARC with respect to
LEFT-ARC. This further backs the hypothesis that
the filtering of “easy” links achieved by projective
buffer transitions makes it easier for the classifier to
decide among standard transitions.

We also conducted experiments adding both tran-
sitions at the same time (NE+LBA+RBA), but the
results were worse than adding the suitable transi-
tion for each dataset. Table 3 hints at the reason: the
precision of buffer transitions noticeably decreases
when both of them are added at the same time, pre-
sumably because it is difficult for the classifier to

NE+LBA/RBA NE+PP (CoNLL X)

Language LAS UAS LAS UAS
Arabic 67.78 78.26 66.71 77.52
Chinese 86.62 90.64 86.92 90.54
Czech 78.70 84.24 78.42 84.80
Danish 85.21 90.20 84.77 89.80
German 86.48 88.90 85.82 88.76
Portug. 86.92 90.58 87.60 91.22
Swedish 82.81 88.03 84.58 89.50
Turkish 64.33 74.73 65.68 75.82

Table 4: Comparison of the parsing accuracy (LAS
and UAS, excluding punctuation) of Nivre’s arc-eager
parser with projective buffer transitions (NE+LBA/RBA)
and the parser with the pseudo-projective transformation
(Nivre et al., 2006)

decide between both with the restricted feature in-
formation available for buffer nodes.

To further put the obtained results into context,
Table 4 compares the performance of the arc-eager
parser with the projective buffer transition most suit-
able for each dataset with the results obtained by the
parser with the pseudo-projective transformation by
Nivre et al. (2006) in the CoNLL-X shared task, one
of the top two performing systems in that event. The
reader should be aware that the purpose of this ta-
ble is only to provide a broad idea of how our ap-
proach performs with respect to a well-known refer-
ence point, and not to make a detailed comparison,
since the two parsers have not been tuned in homo-
geneous conditions: on the one hand, we had access
to the CoNLL-X test sets which were unavailable
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System Arabic Danish
Nivre et al. (2006) 66.71 84.77
McDonald et al. (2006) 66.91 84.79
Nivre (2009) 67.3 84.7
Gómez-Rodrı́guez and Nivre (2010) N/A 83.81
NE+LBA/RBA 67.78 85.21

Table 5: Comparison of the Arabic and Danish LAS ob-
tained by the arc-eager parser with projective buffer tran-
sitions in comparison to other parsers in the literature that
report results on these datasets.

for the participants in the shared task; on the other
hand, we did not fine-tune the classifier parameters
for each dataset like Nivre et al. (2006), but used de-
fault values for all languages.

As can be seen in the table, even though the
pseudo-projective parser is able to capture non-
projective syntactic phenomena, the algorithm with
projective buffer transitions (which is strictly pro-
jective) outperforms it in four of the eight treebanks,
including non-projective treebanks such as the Ger-
man one.

Furthermore, to our knowledge, our LAS results
for Arabic and Danish are currently the best pub-
lished results for a single-parser system on these
datasets, not only outperforming the systems partic-
ipating in CoNLL-X but also other parsers tested on
these treebanks in more recent years (see Table 5).

Finally, it is worth noting that adding projective
buffer transitions has no negative impact on effi-
ciency, either in terms of computational complex-
ity or of empirical runtime. Since each projective
buffer transition removes a node from the buffer, no
more than n such transitions can be executed for
a sentence of length n, so adding these transitions
cannot increase the complexity of a transition-based
parser. In the particular case of the arc-eager parser,
using projective buffer transitions reduces the aver-
age number of transitions needed to obtain a given
dependency forest, as some nodes can be dispatched
by a single transition rather than being shifted and
later popped from the stack. In practice, we ob-
served that the training and parsing times of the arc-
eager parser with projective buffer transitions were
slightly faster than without them on the Arabic, Chi-
nese, Swedish and Turkish treebanks, and slightly
slower than without them on the other four tree-
banks, so adding these transitions does not seem to

noticeably degrade (or improve) practical efficiency.

4 Non-projective buffer transitions

We now present a second set of transitions that still
follow the idea of early processing of some depen-
dency arcs, as in Section 3; but which are able to
create arcs skipping over a buffer node, so that they
can create some non-projective arcs. For this reason,
we call them non-projective buffer transitions.

4.1 The transitions

The two non-projective buffer transitions are defined
as follows:

• LEFT-NONPROJ-BUFFER-ARCl :
(σ|i, j|k|β,A) ⇒ (σ, j|k|β,A ∪ {(k, l, i)}).
Preconditions: i 6= 0 and 6 ∃m, l′ | (m, l′, i) ∈
A (single-head)

• RIGHT-NONPROJ-BUFFER-ARCl :
(σ|i, j|k|β,A)⇒ (σ|i, j|β,A ∪ {(i, l, k)}).

The LEFT-NONPROJ-BUFFER-ARC transition
creates a leftward arc from the second buffer node
to the node on top of the stack, and then pops the
stack. It can only be executed if the node on top of
the stack does not already have a head. The RIGHT-
NONPROJ-BUFFER-ARC transition creates an arc
from the top of the stack to the second node in the
buffer, and then removes the latter from the buffer.
Note that these transitions are analogous to projec-
tive buffer transitions, and they use the second node
in the buffer in the same way, but they create arcs
involving the node on top of the stack rather than
the first buffer node. This change makes the pre-
condition that checks for a head necessary for the
transition LEFT-NONPROJ-BUFFER-ARC to respect
the single-head constraint, since many stack-based
parsers can generate configurations where the node
on top of the stack has a head.

We call these transitions non-projective buffer
transitions because, as they act on non-contiguous
nodes in the stack and buffer, they allow the creation
of a limited set of non-projective dependency arcs.
This means that, when added to a projective parser,
they will increase its coverage.5 On the other hand,

5They may also increase the coverage of parsers allowing
restricted forms of non-projectivity, but that depends on the par-
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NE NE+LNBA NE+RNBA
Language LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS
Arabic 66.43 77.19 67.13 77.90 67.21 77.92
Chinese 86.46 90.18 87.71 91.39 86.98 90.76
Czech 77.24 83.40 78.88 84.72 78.12 83.78
Danish 84.91 89.80 85.17 90.10 84.25 88.92
German 86.18 88.60 86.96 88.98 85.56 88.30
Portug. 86.60 90.20 86.78 90.34 86.07 89.92
Swedish 83.33 88.83 83.55 89.30 83.17 88.59
Turkish 63.77 74.35 63.04 73.99 65.01 75.70

Table 6: Parsing accuracy (LAS and UAS, excluding punctuation) of Nivre’s arc-eager parser without modifica-
tion (NE), with the LEFT-NONPROJ-BUFFER-ARC transition added (NE+LNBA) and with the RIGHT-NONPROJ-
BUFFER-ARC transition added (NE+RNBA). Best results for each language are shown in boldface.

adding these transitions to a stack-based transition
system does not affect soundness under the same
conditions and for the same reasons explained for
projective buffer transitions in Section 3.1.

Note that the fact that non-projective buffer tran-
sitions are able to create non-projective dependency
arcs does not mean that all the arcs that they build
are non-projective, since an arc on non-contiguous
nodes in the stack and buffer may or may not cross
other arcs. This means that non-projective buffer
transitions serve a dual purpose: not only they
increase coverage, but they also can create some
“easy” dependency links in advance of standard
transitions, just like projective buffer transitions.

Contrary to projective buffer transitions, we do
not impose any arc length restrictions on non-
projective buffer transitions (either as a hard con-
straint in the transitions themselves or as a policy in
the training oracle), since we would like the increase
in coverage to be as large as possible. We wish to
allow the parsers to create non-projective arcs in a
straightforward way and without compromising effi-
ciency. Therefore, to train the parser with these tran-
sitions, we use an oracle that employs them when-
ever possible, and delegates to the original parser’s
oracle otherwise.

4.2 Experiments

We evaluate the impact of non-projective buffer tran-
sitions on parsing accuracy by using the same base-

ticular subset of non-projective structures captured by each such
parser.

line parser, datasets and experimental settings as for
projective buffer transitions in Section 3.2. As can
be seen in Table 6, adding a non-projective buffer
transition to the arc-eager parser improves its per-
formance on all eight datasets. The improvements in
LAS are statistically significant at the .01 level (Dan
Bikel’s comparator) for Chinese, Czech and Turk-
ish. Note that the Chinese treebank is fully projec-
tive, this means that non-projective buffer transitions
are also beneficial when creating projective arcs.

While with projective buffer transitions we ob-
served that each of them was beneficial for about
half of the treebanks, and we related this to the
amount of leftward and rightward links of length 1 in
each; in the case of non-projective buffer transitions
we do not observe this tendency. In this case, LEFT-
NONPROJ-BUFFER-ARC works better than RIGHT-
NONPROJ-BUFFER-ARC in all datasets except for
Turkish and Arabic.

As with the projective transitions, we gathered
data about the individual precision of each of the
transitions. The results were similar to those for
the projective transitions, and show that adding a
non-projective buffer transition improves the preci-
sion of the standard transitions. We also experimen-
tally checked that adding both non-projective buffer
transitions at the same time (NE+LNBA+RNBA)
achieved worse performance than adding only the
most suitable transition for each dataset.

Table 7 compares the performance of the arc-
eager parser with the best non-projective buffer tran-
sition for each dataset with the results obtained by
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NE+LNBA/RNBA NE+PP (CoNLL X)

Language LAS UAS LAS UAS
Arabic 67.21 77.92 66.71 77.52
Chinese 87.71 91.39 86.92 90.54
Czech 78.88 84.72 78.42 84.80
Danish 85.09 89.98 84.77 89.80
German 86.96 88.98 85.82 88.76
Portug. 86.78 90.34 87.60 91.22
Swedish 83.55 89.30 84.58 89.50
Turkish 65.01 75.70 65.68 75.82

Table 7: Comparison of the parsing accuracy (LAS
and UAS, excluding punctuation) of Nivre’s arc-
eager parser with non-projective buffer transitions
(NE+LNBA/RNBA) and the parser with the pseudo-
projective transformation (Nivre et al., 2006).

System PP PR NP NR
NE 80.40 80.76 - -
NE+LNBA/RNBA 80.96 81.33 58.87 15.66
NE+PP (CoNLL-X) 80.71 81.00 50.72 29.57

Table 8: Comparison of the precision and recall for pro-
jective (PP, PR) and non-projective (NP, NR) arcs, av-
eraged over all datasets, obtained by Nivre’s arc-eager
parser with and without non-projective buffer transitions
(NE+LNBA/RNBA, NE) and the parser with the pseudo-
projective transformation (Nivre et al., 2006).

the parser with the pseudo-projective transformation
by Nivre et al. (2006) in the CoNLL-X shared task.
Note that, like the one in Table 4, this should not
be interpreted as a homogeneous comparison. We
can see that the algorithm with non-projective buffer
transitions obtains better LAS in five out of the eight
treebanks. Precision and recall data on projective
and non-projective arcs (Table 8) show that, while
our parser does not capture as many non-projective
arcs as the pseudo-projective transformation (unsur-
prisingly, as it can only build non-projective arcs in
one direction: that of the particular non-projective
buffer transition used for each dataset); it does so
with greater precision and is more accurate than that
algorithm in projective arcs.

Like projective buffer transitions, non-projective
transitions do not increase the computational com-
plexity of stack-based parsers. The observed train-
ing and parsing times for the arc-eager parser with
non-projective buffer transitions showed a small

overhead with respect to the original arc-eager
(7.1% average increase in training time, 17.0% in
parsing time). For comparison, running the arc-
eager parser with the pseudo-projective transforma-
tion (Nivre et al., 2006) on the same machine pro-
duced a 23.5% increase in training time and a 87.5%
increase in parsing time.

5 Related work

The approach of adding an extra transition to a
parser to improve its accuracy has been applied in
the past by Choi and Palmer (2011). In that pa-
per, the LEFT-ARC transition from Nivre’s arc-eager
transition system is added to a list-based parser.
However, the goal of that transition is different
from ours (selecting between projective and non-
projective parsing, rather than building some arcs in
advance) and the approach is specific to one algo-
rithm while ours is generic – for example, the LEFT-
ARC transition cannot be added to the arc-standard
and arc-eager parsers, or to extensions of those like
the ones by Attardi (2006) or Nivre (2009), because
these already have it.

The idea of creating dependency arcs of length 1
in advance to help the classifier has been used by
Cheng et al. (2006). However, their system creates
such arcs in a separate preprocessing step rather than
dynamically by adding a transition to the parser, and
our approach obtains better LAS and UAS results on
all the tested datasets.

The projective buffer transitions presented here
bear some resemblance to the easy-first parser by
Goldberg and Elhadad (2010), which allows cre-
ation of dependency arcs between any pair of con-
tiguous nodes and is based on the idea of “easy” de-
pendency links being created first. However, while
the easy-first parser is an entirely new O(n log(n))
algorithm, our approach is a generic extension for
stack-based parsers that does not increase their com-
plexity (so, for example, applying it to the arc-eager
system as in the experiments in this paper yields
O(n) complexity).

Non-projective transitions that create dependency
arcs between non-contiguous nodes have been used
in the transition-based parser by Attardi (2006).
However, the transitions in that parser do not use
the second buffer node, since they are not intended
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to create some arcs in advance. The non-projective
buffer transitions presented in this paper can also be
added to Attardi’s parser.

6 Discussion

We have presented a set of two transitions, called
projective buffer transitions, and showed that adding
one of them to Nivre’s arc-eager parser improves its
accuracy in seven out of eight tested datasets from
the CoNLL-X shared task. Furthermore, adding one
of a set of non-projective buffer transitions achieves
accuracy improvements in all of the eight datasets.
The obtained improvements are statistically signif-
icant for several of the treebanks, and the parser
with projective buffer transitions surpassed the best
published single-parser LAS results on two of them.
This comes at no cost either on computational com-
plexity or (in the case of projective transitions) on
empirical training and parsing times with respect to
the original parser.

While we have chosen Nivre’s well-known arc-
eager parser as our baseline, we have shown that
these transitions can be added to any stack-based de-
pendency parser, and we are not aware of any spe-
cific property of arc-eager that would make them
work better in practice on this parser than on others.
Therefore, future work will include an evaluation of
the impact of buffer transitions on more transition-
based parsers. Other research directions involve in-
vestigating the set of non-projective arcs allowed
by non-projective buffer transitions, defining dif-
ferent variants of buffer transitions (such as non-
projective buffer transitions that work with nodes lo-
cated deeper in the buffer) or using projective and
non-projective buffer transitions at the same time.
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